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CA Water Data: Spectrum
From Data to Derived Analytics
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CA Water Quality Monitoring Council
What role should it play along the spectrum?

Key Questions:
1) Where should the Council play? How far to the right? Note: Moving 

further to the right increases costs, value, and risks (at varying levels)

2) How should the Council best handle data curation challenges given 
monitoring done by many players at state/regional/local levels? 

3) How should Council address derived analytics, given desire to inform 
“management decisions”?
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Data Curation Derived Analytics

For Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�AB 1755.  Show report Recommendation 3.2. The Consortium should focus on data curation activities and resource prioritization. In forming their recommendation for the Consortium’s role in early programmatic activities, the Advisory Council discussed the spectrum from data curation to derived analytics, illustrated in the diagram below. Advisory Council members agreed that the role of the Consortium should be to support curation of data at the “harmonized” point of the spectrum, and they recognized that certain use cases may require the data be available in different forms. The Advisory Council discussed that the Consortium may demonstrate value by applying data and demonstrating how it informs decision-making. The Consortium should do so only after deliberation and consideration of the political implications of any use case it decides to demonstrate. 



Environmental Data
The 5 C’s of Data Curation
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Data Curation Derived Analytics

1. Credible.  Believed to be usable and reliable.  Key concept: “authoritative” datasets

2. Comparable.   Can be used in combination with other relevant datasets

3. Complete.  Creates a full set of data in a defined area (e.g. complete local dataset)

4. Comprehensive.  Creates a set of data that spans all areas or regions (e.g. state and local)

5. Cost-Effective.   Data is collected and made discoverable/accessible/usable at low cost

5 C’s of Data Curation



1. The Council is a vehicle for determining if water quality monitoring programs are designed and 
implemented to adequately address management questions in an efficient and cost-effective 
manner.

2. The Council establishes guidance on data quality and method consistency for established 
monitoring programs across the state.

3. The Council can identify where data interpretation thresholds are needed and help provide 
recommendations on what those thresholds could be.

4. The Council can identify emerging methods and technologies and offer guidance on how those 
should be developed to answer current and future management questions.

5. The Council can link the disparate monitoring programs from local and regional entities that 
conduct the majority of monitoring across the state.

CA Water Quality Monitoring Council
Five Strategic Focus Areas

The Top 5 Areas Where the CA Water Quality Monitoring Council 
has Expertise and can Add Value to the State

Cost EffectiveComplete

Comparable Credible

Credible

ComprehensiveComplete

Credible
Comprehensive

For Discussion
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Possible Placement Along the Spectrum?

For Discussion

Key Question:
What value/positive 

impact could the 
Council create with a 

tightly focused effort on 
derived analytics?



Executive Order N-10-19

“..shall together prepare a water resilience portfolio that meets the needs
of California’s communities, economy and environment through the 21st century.”

2b. Existing water quality of our aquifers, rivers, lakes and beaches
2g. Expansion of the state’s drinking water program to ensure all 
communities have access to clean, safe and affordable drinking water

Most notable sections of EO for the Council

Does 2b and 2g require greater effort on harmonized water quality data?
Does a “water resilience portfolio” and “identify key priorities” suggest

that some sort of derived analytics is required?

For Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: To answer 2b do we need to use derived analytics to assess the data we have and the data we don't have, and then interpret the data we do have to inform on quality?  If not the Council, then who would do that?



CA Water Quality Monitoring Council
How do we transform data into information (and more)?

The Council “…plays an important role in turning data from multiple programs into 
comparable information to inform management decisions”

Data Knowledge Insight Action Better Outcomes

“…but data itself is not useful unless
it can be analyzed and transformed into information.”

But how do you get all the way from data to better outcomes? 



What’s needed:
Translate data into better outcomes

Data Knowledge Insight Action Better Outcomes

Science
Data Knowledge

Visualization

Knowledge Insight

Decision Context
Insight Action

End Users
Action Better Outcomes

Key Question for Council: 
Do you compile and curate list of 
key management decisions? If 
not the Council, then who?

Key Question for Council: 
Is there direct interaction between 
Council and end users?  Who do 
end users work with today?



Water Quality
Potential for Decision Support Tool?

• Solutions.  Focused on identifying best actions that most cost effectively improve water quality

• Scenarios.  Allow unlimited scenarios, with user adjustable parameters (given varying assumptions)

• Portfolio.  Enables comparisons of full portfolio of possible actions, across both where and when

• Multi-benefit.  Allows true multi-benefit assessments, including ecological, social, financials, etc.

• Decisions.  Is used by local stakeholders for actual “management decisions” (Data  Better Outcomes)

• Monitoring.  Allows for ongoing monitoring and verification to ensure actual outcomes matched estimates

Results in a water quality use case success story that creates
greater demand and “pull” for data coordination and applied science

(across state/regional/local monitoring organizations)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solve problems, not assign blameDo good, not caught doing badIdentify decisions that are already going to be made.  Help them make better decisionsPredictionAttribution (water quality source)Cause and effectCausation, not correlationPoint/non-point issues



Appendix



Water Quality
Possible strategies to include in a DST?
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